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Comet
The area surrounding Alhambra RV Park sits in an alluvial plain of granite and sediment creating amazing
rock formations and a rich environment for the forests
and wild life calling the area home. But in the mid1800’s it was discovered the rocks contain many useful minerals, including vast rich deposits of gold and
other precious metals.
The rush was on! Boom towns sprung up close to
large finds all over the area some at high elevations in
remote, hard to reach locations. Some of these towns
boasted populations in ten’s of thousands with railroad service, shops with luxury items from all over the
world, and a diverse population of cultures with pioneers seeking their fortunes with their families attempting to build a future.
When the mines started to play out or productions
costs exceeded the mineral yields, these towns died
for the most part as quickly as they were born. But the
scars and evidence of the past last long after the
crowds disappeared. Experience a taste of the old
west and get a sense of the excitement as well as the
bitter hardship of life on the frontier by visiting the
nearby ghost town.

Where to go:
Elkhorn
If you only have time to visit one of these locations,
Elkhorn is a unique Ghost Town experience. There are
no tourist facilities except some bathrooms and a picnic area. The ruins are lovingly maintained by the few
residents still calling this town home. The dance and
fraternity halls are fully restored and open for you to
explore unhindered to your heart’s content. Be sure
to drive up the hill and see the old water tower. Follow
the road to the cemetery and witness the loss and despair of the diphtheria epidemic that took of lives of
many of the area’s children at the turn of the century.
Comet
Comet is the privately owned remains of a mine and
ore processing facility near the continental divide.
You are able to explore the area from your vehicle, but
please do not enter the buildings without seeking perProduced and published by the Alhambra RV Park, a RandS MT LLC company.
All rights reserved.

-mission from the land owners. 4WD owners can
attempt the jeep trail through Wicks and see other
mining relics on their way.
Rimini
This town is the living remnants of a mining camp
west of Helena. No public facilities are available,
but visitors to Park Lake can try the 4WD road
over the mountains for a beautiful and fun drive.
There many other scattered remnants of history in
the area. Explore any trail and you’re likely to find
something of interest.
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